Be Compliant with HealthTrainU™.

Let HealthTrainU solve your compliance needs for maintaining accreditation, and certification or licensing.

With new functionality added monthly, HealthTrainU saves you time and money.
Compliance Solutions Through HealthTrainU
HealthTrainU is a learning management system (LMS).

A LMS is “a software application or web-based technology used to plan, implement, and assess a specific learning process.”¹

HealthTrainU has other functionality built into the system to keep your employees on track.

¹ https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/learning-management-system
What is HealthTrainU?

HealthTrainU is a product of ACHCU.

ACHCU is the educational division of Accreditation Commission for Health Care (ACHC).

ACHC is dedicated to delivering the best possible experience and to partnering with organizations and healthcare professionals that seek accreditation. Learn more at achc.org.
What is HealthTrainU?

HealthTrainU is a one-stop, online, educational resource for healthcare providers like you.

We can show you how easy it is to stay on top of mandated coursework to meet OIG, OSHA, organizational, licensing, and accreditation requirements with this intuitive LMS.
Why HealthTrainU?
Why HealthTrainU?

COMPLIANCE MADE EASY...
*Be compliant – stay compliant*

Regulatory organizations and agencies have different educational criteria for you to follow. HealthTrainU makes it easy to manage.

Remember the OIG’s directive (from The Federal Register): One of the seven elements of an effective compliance program – “Conducting Effective Training and Education”
Why HealthTrainU?

COURSEWORK BY THE INDUSTRY, FOR THE INDUSTRY.

HealthTrainU coursework is developed by industry professionals with the adult learner in mind.

With over 45 courses specific to Home Health/Hospice, and additional compliance courses, you’ll have the educational resources necessary for your employee’s unique education requirements.
What are some of the Home Health courses?

- HH162: DMEPOS Product/Supply Selection: Information for Home Health Providers
- HH164: Telehealth and Remote Patient Monitoring
- HH172: Concepts in Palliative Care for Nurses
- HH174: Concepts in Palliative Care for Home Health Aides
- HH232: Quality Customer Service for Home Health
- HH234: Telephone Courtesy and Customer Service for Home Health
- HH236: Grief: Its Impact on Home Health
- HH238: Taking the Home Health Customer’s Perspective
- HH240: Common Courtesy and Professionalism for Home Health in the Home
- HH251: Durable Medical Equipment/Home Medical Equipment in the Home Health Environment
- HH253: Rehab Equipment in the Home Health Environment
- HH255: Respiratory Equipment in the Home Health Environment
- HH360: Understanding COPD for Home Health
- HH362: Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease
- HH363: A Caregiver’s Guide to Alzheimer’s
What are some of the Home Health courses?

- HH364: Understanding Diabetes
- HH365: Diabetic Foot Care
- HH366: Understanding Heart Failure
- HH452: Developing an Emergency Preparedness Program (EPP) for Home Health
- HH454: Preventing Workplace Violence in Home Health
- HH456: Fire Prevention Planning for Home Health
- HH462: Fall Prevention Strategies for Home Health Agencies
- HH512: Respect, Confidentiality, and Patient Rights for Home Health
- HH514: Safety and Readiness in the Home Health Environment
- HH520: Compliance in the Home Health Industry: Medicare
- HH522: Infection Control & Air/Blood-Borne Pathogens for Home Health
- HH532: Cultural Diversity & Communication/Language Barriers in Home Health
- HH540: Quality Assurance and Performance Improvements (QAPI) in Home Health
- HH556: Ethics and the Law for Healthcare Professionals
Why HealthTrainU?

CUSTOMIZABLE, FLEXIBLE, YOURS.

HealthTrainU allows you to easily customize your approach to education. Select one of our preloaded Mastery Programs or create your own to meet your specific needs. HealthTrainU has the flexibility you need to create your own compliance or positional educational plan.
Why HealthTrainU?

EASY TO MANAGE COMPLIANCE

- HealthTrainU has 3 levels of hierarchy:
  - SuperManager
  - Admin
  - Student

- SuperManager can be your:
  - HR Department
  - Compliance Department
  - Education Department
  - Any Department

*How ever it best fits your company, we can make it happen!*
Why HealthTrainU?

EASY TO SET UP

- HealthTrainU can get your company set up in as little as a hour.*
- All we need is information, usually through your HR department, and the courses or Mastery Programs YOU select.
- Let HealthTrainU do the rest, with our new import features, the initial set up is a breeze!

*Average time. Depends on paperwork and number of students.
Why HealthTrainU?

EASY TO SET UP

- HealthTrainU was created to be intuitive for your Students and Admins.
- All links and controls are clearly labeled so your staff has a quick learning curve.
- The system creates a login and once your student creates a password, they are in the system and ready to start their course or Mastery Program.
- Preselect “Due Dates” to keep your employees active in the system.
Why HealthTrainU?

EASY TO LEARN

- We suggest introducing HealthTrainU to your staff during a staff meeting and communicating what your expectations are.
- Be creative! Learning is both rewarding and fun. Courses at HealthTrainU are written to be easy to follow, but valuable for compliance education requirements.
- We can assist adding your original content and tests into the system.
HealthTrainU has a subscription plan to fit any size business.

A subscription to HealthTrainU ensures your entire company receives consistent, quality, industry-relevant education at a low cost.

For a competitive price quote, please email us with how many employees your company has.

*HealthTrainU also offers monthly payment options and a pricing tier break for ACHC accredited organizations.*
Try HealthTrainU

- HealthTrainU wants to make sure you see just how valuable this learning management system can be.
- We can set your company – and you – up for a free trial in as little as a half hour. When timing is necessary to keep compliant, HealthTrainU can help quickly and efficiently!

Contact us today. Call (833) 875-6338 or email Mike McKillip at mmckillip@achcu.com to learn more.
Questions?

Contact Mike McKillip at mmckillip@achcu.com or (833) 875-6338.